German Leadersower
Possible Allied Hopes for
Quick Conquest of Rome

Clark's Fifth Army Pushes Forward Gradually
To Register Slight Gain on North of Volturno
as Patrols Probe Enemy Defense Line

ALLIED HQ, ALGIER, Oct. 21 (AP)—Hopes of a quick Allied conquest of Rome faded tonight as Lt. Gen. Mark W. Clark's American army slowed down in front of its encircled foe, tissue, an area a little more than 24 miles north of Naples, just 25 days after entering the important port.

An average of a mile a day in coming was gained during the week by the Allied forces which now seem to be running into the same sorts of difficulties for which they were the Austrian front.

The Ardennes line and Thursday night said "the enemy has stopped hardening his front further leading in the area of the Volturno, and it is not likely to advance at all."

The Allies are out of the Saclare, but they are out of the Saclare, and they have not been able to capture the Eclips, 100 miles away, during the week and are being pushed to the sea with a steady advance.
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LETTERS

To the Editor

TILL late summer I have been out of the country, writing for my department at the University of Michigan. I went over to speak on the subject of the military and the so-called 'peace movement'.

There were three main points. First, the question of the military's role in politics and the influence of military leaders on political decisions. Second, the relationship between the military and international relations, particularly in the context of disarmament and arms control. Third, the impact of military spending on the economy and society.

I believe that these points are crucial for understanding the current state of affairs in the world. It is important to recognize the role of the military in shaping foreign policy and the implications of military actions for global stability.

Yours sincerely,

[Name]
Twin Games to Open Campus Football Season Tomorrow

Art, Engineers, ROTC, Civilian Teams to Play

A week decided to ornamenting, four foot-
the campus league make ready to take the
field tomorrow in the opening of the princi-
pal games of the campaign.

The flagship game of the session is the first game of the double.

The game will be played by the Art, Engineers, ROTC, Civilian teams.

The game schedule is as follows:

Art vs. Engineers

The game is expected to be a close one, with the Art team favored to win.

Engineers vs. ROTC

The Engineers are expected to have an easy win over the ROTC team.

Civilian vs. Art

The Civilian team is expected to have an easy win over the Art team.

Civilian vs. Engineers

The Civilian team is expected to have an easy win over the Engineers team.

Baseball Attendance Drop Blamed on Lack of Real Competition

The largest drop in attendance this spring was blamed on the lack of real competition.

The attendance for the recent games was only half of what it was last year.

The reason for the drop is due to the lack of real competition.

Classified Ads
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SAM'S...Has a complete selection of furnishings - Kits - Hats and other wearables for the MEN IN THE ARMED SERVICES

Elastic Overseas Gaps

Army Belts

Extra fine webbing - Have solid brass buckles.

Genuine Ostrich Leather

Garrison Belts $1.95

Arm Band $1

Sleeveless Army Sweaters

Khaki color — warm weight. Very fine quality. Only $1.98

We Have a Complete Stock of Officers' Al Weol. O. D. Shirts and O. D. Pants

317 W. Washington Ave.
SLUMBERLAND IS COLD
Don't Let Jack Frost Catch You Unprepared

Heading the list of qualities wanted in lounging and sleeping clothes for the cold winter months are comfort and warmth. You can be sure you'll find them in Jacobson's selection of robes and gowns, and they're tip-top in the style parade, too.

ROBES--
Warm Corduroy
Aralac
Quilted Rayon
10.95 - 19.95

Old-fashioned Knitted Bedsocks -- 1.25

Jacobson's--
Open Thursday evening 9:30